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Abstract. The delay fault testing has become an important part of the overall test development process. But delay 
fault testing is not so mature as stuck-at fault testing. The paper surveys various delay fault models, their advantages 
and limitations. The current trends in test pattern generation for delay faults are analyzed, too. The test pattern gene-
ration is directly related to the coverage metrics. The coverage metrics mainly tend to evaluate the quality of path delay 
fault patterns. The focus is made on two groups of the metrics: non-enumeratve methods and statistical methods. The 
non-enumerative methods rely on the traditional counting of the paths, which are tested under robust, non-robust, or 
functional sensitization criteria. The statistical methods relate their computations to the parameters under process 
variation. The basis of the methods is their weakness. There is still no accepted common metric to evaluate the quality 
of the delay test patterns. On that base, the paper suggests a new approach to the evaluation of the quality of the delay 
test patterns. This approach stands on the new term – test confidence level (the ground level, the first level, the second 
level and etc.). The procedure of the evaluation of test quality for delay faults is presented, too. 

 

 
1. Indroduction 

The main objective of traditional test development 
has been the achievement of high stuck-at fault 
coverage. The increasing design complexity and redu-
ced error margins in semiconductor manufacturing are 
forcing design and test engineers to take a new look at 
fault models. Rapidly shrinking feature sizes raise the 
specter of new types of defects, and increasing gate 
counts have increased the number of locations where 
such defects can occur. The presence of some random 
defects does not affect a circuit’s operation at slow 
speed while it may cause circuit malfunction at rated 
speed. This kind of defect is called the delay defect. 
With ever shrinking geometries, growing density and 
increasing clock rate of chips, delay testing is gaining 
more and more industry attention to maintain test qua-
lity for speed-related failures. The purpose of a delay 
test is to verify that the circuit operates correctly at a 
desired clock speed. Although application of stuck-at 
fault tests can detect some delay defects, it is no lon-
ger sufficient to test the circuit for the stuck-at faults 
alone. Therefore, delay testing is becoming a necessity 
for today’s integrated circuits 0. 

Delay testing techniques are either based on a vari-
able clock scheme or a rated clock scheme. The most 
commonly used is the variable clock scheme 0. Con-
sider the combinational circuit shown in 0(a). In the 
variable clock scheme, two clocks are required to 
separately strobe the primary inputs and outputs 0. In 
a two-pattern test (V1, V2), the first pattern V1 is ap-
plied to the primary inputs at time t1 and the second 

pattern V2 at time t2 (0(b)). The shaded area represents 
the amount of time required for the faulty circuit to 
stabilize after the application of V1. The circuit 
response is observed at time t3. This two-pattern test is 
used to determine if the propagattion delay of a path 
being tested exceeds the time interval (t3–t2).  The time 
interval (t3–t2) is the maximum allowable path delay 
for the rated frequency of operation. If we assume that 
no path delay in a faulty circuit exceeds twice the 
clock period, then (t2–t1) should be at least twice the 
interval (t3–t2). Such a delay testing methodology 
increases the test application time, but it makes a test 
generation and fault simulation easier. 

In the rated clock scheme, all input patterns are ap-
plied at the rated circuit speed using the strobe for the 
primary inputs and outputs (0(c)). All the path delays 
in the fault-free circuit are assumed to be less than the 
interval (t2 –t1). However, the path delays in faulty 
circuit may exceed this interval. Therefore, the logic 
transitions that arise at time t1 due to the pattern pair 
(V0, V1) may still be propagating through the circuit 
during the time interval (t3 –t2). In addition, other 
transitions may originate at time t2 due to the pattern 
pair (V1, V2). If we assume as before that no path 
delay in the faulty circuit exceeds twice the clock pe-
riod, then signal values during interval (t3 – t2) depend 
on three patterns (V0, V1, V2). That makes test gene-
ration and fault simulation more complicated. Never-
theless, the rated clock scheme is quite often used in 
the industry. But, all the path delay faults that can 
affect the rated-clock operation of the circuit are test-
able by the variable-clock method 0. Also, all path 
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delay faults that are untestable by the variable-clock 
method are, in fact, untestable by the rated-clock 
method. However, some faults tested by the variable-

clock method may be incapable of affecting the rated-
clock operation. Therefore, test generation and fault 
simulation use a variable clock scheme. 
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Figure 1. The clocking schemes for combinational circuit testing 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
various fault models used in delay fault testing are 
presented. In Section 3, we analyze the current trends 
in test pattern generation for delay faults. In Section 4, 
we discuss the coverage metrics of delay faults. In 
Section 5, we propose a new metric for delay faults. 
Section 6 summarizes the paper. 

2. Delay Fault Models 

Three classical fault models are developed to re-
present delay defects (transition fault, gate delay fault, 
path delay fault) 0. Sometimes there is used the fourth 
type of delay fault model – segment delay fault, which 
is intermediate to the gate delay and path delay faults. 
Each of these fault models has their own limitations 
and advantages that are discussed in some detail in 
this paper. 

2.1. Transition Fault Model 

The transition fault model 0 associates every line 
of the circuit with two transition faults: a slow-to-rise 
fault (rising fault) and a slow-to-fall fault (falling 
fault). The slow-to-rise (fall) transition fault tempora-
rily behaves like a stuck-at-0 (1) fault. A test for a 
transition fault is a pair of input patterns, one (initiali-
zation pattern) to set up the initial state for the transi-
tion and another (propagation pattern) to cause the 
appropriate transition and observe its effect at a prima-
ry output. The propagation pattern is identical to a 
pattern that detects the corresponding stuck-at fault. 
Tests that meet these conditions are referred to as 
conventional transition fault tests 0. Transition faults 

model defects for which the delay is large enough to 
cause a logical failure when a signal propagates along 
any path through the site of the fault. The gross delay 
assumption simplifies a test generation for transition 
faults. The primary weakness of the transition fault 
model is that the minimum achievable delay fault size 
is difficult to determine. The longer the timing of the 
paths used to detect the faults, the smaller the sizes of 
defects they can capture. The second weakness of 
transition fault is that many small gate delay faults, 
each undetectable as a transition fault, can give rise to 
a large path delay fault. Without explicitly targeting 
specific paths, employing multiple-detections be-
comes an alternative for enhancing the quality of tran-
sition test set effectiveness 0. 

2.2. Gate Delay Fault Model 

The gate delay fault model 0 is a more general 
case of the transition fault model, because it considers 
the fault size. The gate delay fault model assumes that 
delays through logic gates are known with some pre-
cision. The characteristics (size and location) of likely 
delay faults are also known. The delays through a gate 
are represented by intervals in this model. A fault is an 
added delay of certain size in the propagation of a 
rising or falling transition from the gate input to out-
put. The set of faults considered includes numerical 
delay information. The gate delay fault model to sepa-
rate from the transition fault model is called a small 
gate delay fault model 0, 0. In general, a test for a 
given gate delay fault f can only detect delay defects 
on f with sufficiently large sizes. A commonly used 
metric called the detection threshold 0, 0 is used to 
measure the capability of a test for detecting a gate 
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delay fault f. The detection threshold is the minimum 
size ε such that if the size of f is greater than ε, f is 
guaranteed to be detected by a pair of two test 
patterns. But this metric is not practical for test pattern 
generation based on gate delay fault model 0. 

2.3. Path Delay Fault Model 

The path delay fault model was introduced by 
Smith 0. This model has received greater attention 
than the transition fault and gate delay fault models. A 
lot of works are devoted to various aspects of test ge-
neration and fault simulation of path delay faults. It is 
not possible to enumerate all of them. 

 In the path delay fault model, any path with a to-
tal delay exceeding the system clock interval is said to 
have a path delay fault. This model distributed defects 
that affect an entire path. For each physical path P, 
connecting a primary input to a primary output of the 
circuit, there are two corresponding delay paths. The 
rising (falling) path is the path traversed by a transi-
tion that is initiated as a rising (falling) transition at 
the input of path P and changes the direction of tran-
sition whenever it passes through an inverting gate. A 
path delay fault is represented as a sequence of falling 
(1→0) or rising (0→1) transitions along a physical 
path from a primary input to a primary output in a 
circuit. To observe path delay defects, it is necessary 
to create and propagate transitions in the circuit. This 
requires application of a pair of patterns. The first 
pattern stabilizes all signals in the circuit, while the 
second one causes the desired transitions. The main 
drawback of path delay fault model is the huge num-
ber of paths, which is not possible to enumerate. 

 Various classifications are used for path delay 
faults 0, 0, 0, 0. We will present the classification 0, 
which was introduced firstly and is used most 
frequently 0. Under this classification, path delay 
faults are classified as robustly testable, non-robustly 
testable, functionally sensitizable, and redundant. The 
classification in 0 is based on the signal values that the 
applied test (pair of patterns) induces on the inputs of 
the gates along the path where the fault is 
encountered. The on-input of a gate is defined as the 
one along which a rising or falling transition is to be 
propagated to the output of the gate. The remaining 
inputs of a gate are defined as the off-inputs. We 
denote the controlling and non-controlling values of a 
gate by cv and ncv, respectively. A path delay fault is 
tested robustly under some test if at every gate along 
the path the off-inputs assume either stable values ncv 
when the on-input has an ncv→cv transition, or 
x→ncv values when the on-input has a cv→ncv 
transition (x denotes don't care). A path delay fault is 
tested non-robustly if the on-input is allowed to have 
an ncv→cv transition while the off-inputs have early 
arriving cv→ncv transitions. Functional sensitization 
includes an additional relaxation when several gate 
inputs, including the on-input, have an ncv→cv tran-
sition. In this case, the inputs that have the ncv→cv 

transition are multiply sensitized. A path delay fault is 
redundant if there is no pair of patterns that satisfies at 
least one of the above conditions along some gate on 
the path. Redundant path delay faults do not need to 
be tested since they never affect the timing 
performance of a circuit under any possible delay 
assignment. 

2.4. Segment delay fault model 

The segment delay fault model proposed in 0 is an 
extension of the gate delay fault model. A segment 
delay fault models the delay defects on a segment, 
which is a subpath of L consecutive lines, where L ≥1. 
L can be chosen based on available statistics about the 
types of manufacturing defects. Once L is chosen, the 
fault list comprises of all segments of length L and all 
the paths whose entire length is less than L. It is 
assumed that every path containing a segment delay 
fault has a delay greater than the maximum allowed 
value. Tests to detect segment delay faults should pro-
pagate a transition launched at the beginning of a seg-
ment through the segment to an observed output, 
possibly through a multi-path. When L is selected to 
be 1, segment delay faults are essentially transition 
faults. Although segment delay faults alleviate part of 
the capability to detect small size defects of transition 
faults by testing longer segments instead of lines, a 
segment delay fault can still be activated and propa-
gated through any path passing through it and hence a 
segment fault test may not detect small delay faults. 
Additionally, the number of segment delay faults in-
creases with increasing segment lengths. 

3. Current trends in test pattern generation 
for delay faults 

All the presented fault models have their advanta-
ges and weaknesses. The most different models among 
them are transition fault model and path delay model. 
On one hand, transition fault patterns are considered 
to be more effective for large size delay defects, which 
can happen randomly at any site of a circuit. On the 
other hand, path delay test patterns aim to detect small 
size delay defects on a selected set of long timing 
paths. It is then hoped that the combination of these 
two orthogonal strategies can capture most of the 
delay defects and ensure the circuit performance. This 
direction was recognized very soon after introduction 
transition and path delay fault models. Pramanick and 
Reddy 0 proposed to generate a robust or non-robust 
test for a longest path passing through the target fault. 
This method does not take testability into con-
sideration when selecting a longest path containing the 
fault site. For many transition faults no test can be 
found for a selected longest structural path passing 
through the fault site. The fault coverage achieved was 
typically low. Therefore, some years passed until the 
next attempt in this direction, which was the combi-
nation of gate delay fault and path delay fault models 
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0. Mahlstedt 0 presented delay test pattern generator 
(DELTEST), which tried to generate an optimal delay 
test. An optimal delay test for a gate delay fault is a 
test that sensitizes the longest functional path through 
the fault site. It is an NP-hard problem to generate 
optimal delay tests. Therefore, there was used a fairly 
simple procedure: generate a test for gate delay fault 
and then try to generate a better test. The algorithm is 
complete in the sense that it will generate an optimal 
delay test or prove the delay fault as redundant if 
given enough time. So, as we understand, it may take 
long hours or days.  

 The third attempt in this direction was the combi-
nation of the transition and path delay faults to define 
a line delay test 0. Majhi et. al. proposed a coverage 
metric and a two-pass test generation method for path 
delay faults in combinational logic circuits. The cove-
rage is measured for each line with a rising and a 
falling transition. The test, called “line delay test”, is a 
path delay test for the longest sensitizable path produ-
cing a given transition on the target line. The maxi-
mum number of tests (and faults) is limited to twice 
the number of lines. Two-pass test generation proce-
dure begins with a minimal set of longest paths co-
vering all lines and generates tests for them. Fault 
simulation is used to determine the coverage metric. 
For uncovered lines, in the second pass, several paths 
of decreasing length are targeted. The main drawback 
of the method in 0 is that only single robustly testable 
paths are used to cover lines in the circuit. 
Consequently, the transition fault coverage is much 
lower than that of the conventional transition fault 
tests, which allow the use of multi-paths and non-ro-
bust test to detect transition faults. 

The blend of transition fault and path delay tests 
was finally recognized not long ago 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0.  0, 0, 0 constitute a group of works that ensure 
the selection of the longest potentially testable path 
through every line in the circuit. 

Shao et. al. 0 suggested for obtaining a high qua-
lity transition fault test set using reasonable run times 
to generate initially a conventional transition fault test 
set and then to augment it by tests from a path-orien-
ted test generator POTENT, which seeks to propagate 
transition faults along paths with maximal delays. The 
transition fault test set is simulated and all the faults 
that are detected with sufficient quality can be drop-
ped. The remaining faults are targeted using POTENT. 
The overall flow of POTENT includes three phases. 
For each fault targeted in Phase I, POTENT attempts 
to find a longest D-value sensitizable single path 
through the fault to test the target fault. In the second 
phase, POTENT searches for a longest D-value sensi-
tizable single (partial) path to propagate the fault 
effect. All the remaining faults are targeted in the third 
phase, where multi-path activation and propagation 
are used to detect each fault. 

 Gupta and Hsiao 0 proposed quite opposite 
approach for delay tests generation than that described 
in 0. The employed approach is clearly expressed in 

the objective of the paper 0 – in order to have high 
quality delay test, it needs to have high robust path 
coverage, high non-robust path coverage and high 
transition fault coverage. Test generation consists of 
three phases: robust test generation, non-robust test 
generation and transition test generation. The first step 
towards the test generation for robust paths is to 
enumerate the robustly testable paths for which tests 
are to be generated. In this phase, test patterns are ge-
nerated that will only launch the targeted transitions. 
An implication-based approach similar to that used to 
enumerate robust paths is used to first drop all the 
paths that cannot be tested non-robustly. But the num-
ber of paths dropped depends on the number of robust 
paths detected. Higher robust path coverage generally 
translates to more non-robust paths dropped, because 
non-robust cannot overlap with robust paths. In the 
second phase, test pattern generated is such that it ex-
cites as many undetected faults F as possible and the 
corresponding next vector excites as many opposite of 
F as possible and also propagates them to k levels 
ahead from the fault site; where k is the iteration 
number within phase II. Detected transition faults are 
dropped after two phases. The third phase targets the 
remaining hard-to-detect transition faults and is a fault 
dependent phase. Unlike the other two phases it adds a 
pattern pair for each detected fault. 

 Qiu and Walker 0 stated that testing the K longest 
paths through each gate (KLPG) in a circuit detects 
the smallest local delay faults under process variation. 
Process variation occurs everywhere in an integrated 
circuit, even for a single gate, it is hard to determine 
which path is the actual longest path passing through 
it. Therefore, testing only one path through each gate 
cannot guarantee the detection of smallest local delay 
defects. This work defines a test pattern generation 
methodology to find the K longest testable paths 
through each gate in combinational circuit. Many 
techniques are used to significantly reduce the search 
space. In the presented experiments, K varies from 1 
to 20. 

 Yang et al 0 provided a test generation tool 
targeting on a path-oriented transition fault model. 
Under this model, a transition fault is detected through 
the longest sensitizable path. False-path pruning 
technique is used to identify the longest sensitizable 
path through each fault site. The paper differs from all 
the other works in this area in the two following ways. 
First, test generation is based on a circuit Boolean 
Satisfiability solver. Second, a new false-path pruning 
technique employs the features of the solver.  

Lu et. al. 0 moved further than in 0 - to detect the 
smallest delay fault, it is necessary to test all the 
longest paths through the fault site. The paper presents 
a method to generate the longest path set for delay test 
under process variation. To capture both structural and 
systematic process correlation, linear delay functions 
are used. The paper considers only inter-die systematic 
process variation, such as variations on gate length, 
metal width, metal thickness, and inter-layer-dielectric 
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4.1. The non-enumerative exact methods thickness. A path-pruning technique is proposed to 
discard paths that are not longest under process 
variation, resulting in a significantly reduction in the 
number of paths. The proposed method can be applied 
to any process variation as long as its impact on delay 
is linear. 

The method in 0 can be considered as the first non-
enumerative exact method. The method computes the 
exact fault coverage by implicitly numbering every 
path-delay fault, and takes advantage of consecutively 
numbered faults. It achieves this by representing a set 
of consecutively numbered faults as a closed interval. 
This technique is useful as long as large number of 
detected faults is consecutive. The method has the 
drawback that if a single pattern (or a set of patterns) 
detects a very large number of nonconsecutive faults, 
then the method ends up enumerating every fault. 
Clearly, this is impractical for circuits with very large 
numbers of paths. 

Gupta and Hsiao 0 introduced a new transition 
fault model (ALAPTF), which combined the features 
of the transition delay fault and segment delay fault 
models. The objective of this model is to accumulate 
the effect of small delays on a particular node, which 
can then be tested by the traditional transition fault 
model. This accumulation of small delays can be mo-
deled by launching each transition fault as late as 
possible at the fault site. The notion of ALAPTF was 
implemented by making sure that a transition fault is 
launched via one of the longest robust segment ending 
at the fault site. Note that the segment needs not start 
from a primary input. The fault is propagated to a 
primary output by one of the longest paths starting 
from the fault site. 

The method in 0 is an exact fault simulator that 
uses a path-status graph (PSG) to capture information 
pertaining to detected faults. A vertex in PSG corres-
ponds to a primary input, fan-out node or primary out-
put of the circuit being simulated. Each edge between 
two nodes in PSG represents a unique sub-path in the 
circuit. Structurally, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between a path in the circuit and a path in PSG. 
As test vectors are simulated, the exact fault coverage 
is maintained by splitting appropriately chosen ver-
tices in PSG. The space requirements of PSG can grow 
exponentially with the number of test vectors. To alle-
viate this problem, the method incorporates a proce-
dure for recombining the split nodes. As the simula-
tion proceeds, the PSG expands and shrinks. In 
addition, all tested and untested path delay faults can 
be identified since there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between paths in the PSG and in the original 
circuit. These path delay faults are, however, left im-
plicit in the PSG, and may be extracted if and when 
desired. Thus, the PSG is a compact representation of 
the tested and untested fault lists, which can be very 
large. The size of the PSG cannot be expressed 
precisely for any given circuit and any iteration in the 
fault simulation. In general, this size depends on the 
size of the original circuit, the number of paths, the 
number of tested faults, and the size and ordering of 
the test set. Even though the maximum size of PSG 
can be exponential in the number of circuit nodes. 
PSG technique has theoretically an exponential time 
complexity, too. 

4. Coverage Metrics of Delay Test Patterns 

The previous section presented the current trends 
in the delay test pattern generation. As we can con-
clude from that section, the usual way to generate the 
delay test patterns is to propagate transition faults 
through the longest sensitizable path of the circuit. 
Such an approach has the following two advantages. 
First, the transition faults cover all the circuit and 
enable the detection of large delay defects. Second, 
sensitization of the longest testable path enables the 
detection of small delay defects. The transition faults 
have their "golden" coverage metric, while the path 
delay faults have no such a "golden" metric. The tran-
sition faults coverage metric cannot evaluate the qua-
lity of the blend of the transition faults tests and path 
delay faults tests, because it considers only transition 
faults. There is a need to have one common metric, 
because everyone claims when presents a new method 
that combines transition fault tests and path delays 
tests that his method is the best. A lot of works are 
devoted to propose their own delay tests quality eva-
luation metric. They can be broadly divided into four 
categories: enumerative methods, non-enumerative 
methods, statistical methods and miscellaneous me-
thods. Let's analyze them. We do not include the 
enumerative simulators into our analysis because they 
are inapplicable for circuits with a large number of 
faults 0, 0. The non-enumerative methods can be 
further divided into two groups: approximate and 
exact. We leave out of our scope the approximate me-
thods, because the computed estimate is pessimistic, 
i.e., the true fault coverage is not smaller than the 
estimated one 0. 

 The method in 0 proposes a technique for 
computing exact fault coverage for any fault model. It 
consists of appropriate formation and counting of co-
lors. Each color represents a set of faults, and the 
definition of colors varies according to the fault mo-
del. A color is essentially a set of faults if the sample 
space of faults is exponential then a color represents a 
set of faults in an implicit manner, without enlisting 
the faults. The technique utilizes the two aspects on 
which the fault coverage for any model depends, the 
circuit lines and the patterns applied to the circuit. The 
whole technique consists of one single forward traver-
sal of the underlying circuit. The colors are formulated 
on demand at each circuit line (node) during this 
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topological traversal. The main difference of this me-
thod from the method in 0 is in the modification of 
information on the fan-outs. In the color counting 
technique, the colors on the fan-out stems are divided 
into subsets and these new colors are copied onto the 
fan-outs. This increases the color count of the color 
list. The color data structure eats up a lot of storage 
space and also has a considerable share in the time 
complexity, too. 

 The method in 0 formulates the path delay fault 
coverage problem as a combinatorial problem that 
amounts to storing and manipulating sets using a 
special type of binary decision diagrams, called zero-
suppressed binary decision diagrams (ZBDD). ZBDDs 
are BDDs based on a new reduction rule, which elimi-
nates all the nodes whose one-edge points to the zero-
terminal node. The basic path delay faults grading 
algorithm is a two-phase process for every test in the 
test-set. The test is simulated during the first phase to 
find the path delay faults tested under a single test. 
The second phase consists of storing the path delay 
faults identified in the previous phase in a ZBDD 
format and updating the set of total path delay faults 
tested with the new faults. The simulation procedure 
requires two topological traversals of the input circuit. 
A forward traversal performs the actual simulation for 
the test patterns and a backward traversal marks the 
lines and nodes (gates and primary inputs) along the 
sensitized paths. After all of the test patterns are pro-
cessed, the procedure finds the total number of tested 
path delay faults by computing the cardinality of the 
final ZBDD. An extension to the basic scheme is pre-
sented to handle the case when the ZBDD represen-
ting all the tested path delay faults cannot be stored. 
The proposed solution uses the notion of independent 
cuts to perform a virtual circuit partition while en-
suring a minimal loss in the fault coverage accuracy. 
The main advantage of this method against the 
methods presented above is the possibility to handle 
quite large test sets (673 286 number of patterns).  
 The method in 0 focuses on combinational 
circuits that contain very large number of path delay 
faults and are checked by very large test sets. A direc-
ted graph p-graph is constructed in which every seg-
ment where robust propagation occurs is a directed arc 
and primary inputs, gate outputs and fan-out branches 
are nodes. A separate p-graph is constructed for every 
pattern pair. Paths in a p-graph can be counted starting 
from the primary ouputs and back-tracing to primary 
inputs. However, counting the number of tested paths 
for a test set T is complicated because a path can be 
tested by multiple test patterns.  The principle of 
inclusion and exclusion is used to obtain the exact 
fault coverage. While the worst-case complexity of 
this approach is exponential in the number of patterns, 
several empirical characteristics of path delay cove-
rage are exploited to develop an approach with signi-
ficantly lower average case complexity. Experimental 
results demonstrate that the proposed approach can be 
used to perform path delay fault simulation for circuits 

with large numbers of paths for 50,000 patterns (non-
robust) and 1,000,000 patterns (robust). But a quite 
large amount of time is used (from 45 minutes for 
c880 to 19 hours for c7552 – 50, 000 non-robust 
single input transition vectors).  

The existing non-enumerative methods have seve-
ral drawbacks. These methods rely on the traditional 
metric of fault coverage that counts the number of the 
paths, which are tested under robust, non-robust, or 
functional sensitization criteria. Based on this metric, 
testing p long paths has the same fault coverage as 
testing p short paths, which does not reflect the real 
test quality. In addition, since the total number of 
paths is exponential in the number of gates, the me-
thods have high requirements for memory and use a 
large amount of time for computations. 

4.2. Statistical methods 

The above described non-enumerative test quality 
evaluation methods do not take into account delay 
fault sizes, which are a consequence of the fabrication 
process. The likelihood of each path exceeding the 
timing constraint is different. These fabrication-
process effects are incorporated into the statistical 
delay faults coverage metrics. Sivaraman and Strojwas 
0 proposed very general statistical coverage metric, 
which is defined as 

Statistical coverage (test) =  
100 × Probability (test detects a delay fault  
| fabricated chip is faulty)  (1) 

The metric defines the test coverage in terms of the 
probability that if the fabricated chip is faulty, the test 
set will detect a delay fault in the chip. The proposed 
metric for the delay fault coverage of a test set is gene-
ral enough to be applicable to any delay fault model. 
However, the definition by itself does not suggest any 
scheme to determine the coverage of a given test set 
under a given delay fault model. The methods that 
propose statistical delay fault coverage metrics differ 
only in the mapping this abstract metric (1) to con-
crete delay fault model. 

 Sivaraman and Strojwas 0 presented distributed 
path delay fault model, in which path delay faults are a 
result of excess component delays caused by 
variations in fabrication-process parameters such as 
transistor channel widths, transistor channel lengths, 
oxide thickness, doping concentration, etc. The excess 
delay is assumed not to be localized at any one com-
ponent – component delays vary in a correlated man-
ner due to across-the-chip fabrication-process para-
meter variations. This cumulative sum of excess com-
ponent delays along one or more paths results in delay 
faults. This situation could arise in spite of the fact 
that each circuit component meets its individual delay 
specifications – because of correlation between com-
ponent delays due to similar fabrication-process 
effects, the sum of these delays along paths might 
violate a timing constraint. These fabrication-process 
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parameter variations are global, i.e., the fabrication-
process parameters vary by the same amount all across 
the chip. A single variable is sufficient to represent 
each fabrication-process parameter variation in all the 
components of the chip. The correlated component-
delay model models path delay faults caused by global 
distributed fabrication-process parameter variations. 
Authors of the approach in 0 recognized that the 
statistical coverage estimates obtained are obviously 
dependent on the kind of delay faults modeled and the 
distribution of the fault sizes. Thus, one would expect 
different results for localized delay defects arising 
from local fabrication-process disturbances, e.g., a 
local defect on a metal interconnect resulting in a nar-
row highly resistive interconnect segment, which 
retains component functionality, but slows it down. 
Different results can also be expected for distributed 
path delay faults as a result of different fabrication-
process parameter variations for each component in a 
chip, e.g., the channel widths of different devices in 
the same chip varying by different amounts.  

The method in 0 first prunes the set of all paths by 
the false-path-aware statistical timing analysis. In the 
process, those paths that are unlikely to cause a delay 
problem are removed. Paths that cannot be sensitized 
by any test are also removed. The output of the false-
path-aware statistical timing analysis tool is an 
universal path candidate set (U). The size of U 
depends on the cutoff period T, and so does the quality 
of the path coverage metric developed based upon U. 
T selection is based upon results from transition fault 
testing. T essentially denotes the shortest timing 
length among the paths. The higher quality the transi-
tion patterns are, the larger the T will be and the 
smaller the size of U is. Only a subset of U (say S) is 
selected for testing. The focus is shifted on the quality 
of selected paths, instead of the quality of tests 
generated based upon those paths. Metric involves 
only static analysis and is pattern-independent. The 
complete procedure of static quality evaluation sche-
me is as follows. In each Monte Carlo sampling run, 
first a circuit instance with cell/interconnect delays is 
generated according to the delay distributions charac-
terized through Monte Carlo SPICE earlier. Two ana-
lysis steps will then evaluate this instance: ”statistical 
analysis of S” and ”statistical analysis of U-S”. The 
”statistical analysis of S” is to check if there is any 
path in S (on the given instance) longer than the 
testing clock C. If so, then this instance is said to be 
faulty and covered by S (Covered). The ”statistical 
analysis of U-S” performs a similar analysis on the set 
of U-S and reports the number of faulty instances not 
covered by S (Noncovered). At the end, scheme will 
calculate the probability of a faulty path captured by S 
based upon all the instances statistically produced. 
The proposed metric has a very narrow application. Its 
objective is the critical path selection for delay test 
patterns generation. 

The method in 0 presents a coverage metric for 
estimating the test quality with respect to timing 

defects under process variations. The timing defect 
model in pattern-selection framework is similar to a 
gate delay fault model and is called a pin-to-pin timing 
defect model. The base of the proposed metric is the 
critical probability of a pin-to-pin segment s under 
pattern i, CPi(s): the probability that the pattern i can 
generate a circuit delay exceeding the clock period if 
there is a timing defect on the pin-to-pin segment s. To 
consider the topological overlap of detecting timing 
defects for a set of patterns, the critical probability 
CPp(s) of a pin-to-pin segment s under a set of 
patterns P is defined. The CPp(s) is obtained by the 
following equation: 

∏
∈

−−=
Pi

iP sCPsCP ))(1(1)(  

The premise is assumed that timing defects may 
locate uniformly over all pin-to-pin segments. There-
fore, the critical probability of each pin-to-pin 
segment is treated with equal importance. The cove-
rage metric of a set of patterns P is formulated as the 
summation of each CPp(s). The most crucial part of 
computing the coverage metric is to obtain the CPi(s) 
of each pin-to-pin segment s and each pattern i. For 
each pattern i, a Monte-Carlo-based timing analyzer is 
applied to generate timing configuration samples 
based on the statistical timing model. Most of compu-
tation comes from the statistical dynamic timing ana-
lysis. The computation time varies from 77 s for C880 
to 7084 s for S35932. The proposed metric is used to 
select test patterns from a larger set of test patterns. In 
this methodology, the job of ATPG is not to produce 
the final test but to produce a superset of test patterns 
such that they can be further processed in the pattern 
selection step. 

The method in 0 uses a delay fault model, which 
assumes that delay faults are caused by global delay 
faults only or the combination of local and global 
delay faults. Using this delay fault model, the general 
metric introduced in 0 is translated into formula to 
compute the detection probability (DP) for fault site i 
with local extra delay ∆ (the size of the local delay 
fault): DPi,∆, DPi,∆ (t) =P(at least one tested path 
through i is slow | at least one path through i is slow). 
For fault site i with an arbitrary ∆, the DP for site i is 
computed as: 

∫ ∆>∆
∆ ∆∆⋅=

i

dptDPtDP iii
,0

)()()( ,  

where ∆0,i is the value of local extra delay below 
which there is no delay fault, pi(∆) is the probability 
density function of ∆ at fault site i, and is computed 
using the probability density function of delay caused 
by physical defects, such as resistive opens. Then the 
overall fault coverage for test set t is: 

%100)()( ∑ ×⋅=
i ii wtDPtFC  
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where wi is the weight for fault site i ( ). w∑ =
i iw 1 i 

depends on the location of the fault. The fault sites 
with many long paths through them are more likely to 
cause delay faults than the fault sites, which have only 
short paths through them. wi is also sensitive to the 
ratio of local/global delay faults. If the ratio is high, 
the weights are almost equal for all fault sites. If it is 
low, the fault sites with only short paths passing them 
through can have weights close to 0. In this work, 
equal weights are used for simplicity. If the path 
delays are not independent variables (and in reality, 
they are not), the DP computation is dependent on the 
delay space. Therefore, if accurate correlation infor-
mation is not known, the DP computation is not easy. 
To solve this problem, two extremities are assumed. If 
no correlation is assumed, path delays are independent 
variables. This assumption results in the lower bound 
of fault coverage. If 100% intra-die process correla-
tion is assumed (only inter-die process variation is 
considered), the upper bound of fault coverage is 
computed. The fault efficiency is computed because 
the fault sites with no transition fault test are not in-
cluded in the computation and the false paths are eli-
minated by the KLPG test generator. The presented 
method has the following two limitations. Intra-die 
process variation and multi-path sensitization must be 
considered because some local delay faults are only 
detectable through a set of paths. A local delay fault 
can be caused by resistive shorts as well as opens, 
which are only assumed in this work. The fault cove-
rage metric for resistive shorts is more complicated. 

 The use of statistical methods has several defi-
ciencies. The first deficiency is their dependency on 
the parameters considered under process variation. 
The other parameters would be used, the other results 
would be obtained. There is no universal set of para-
meters defined. The second deficiency is the use of 
statistical timing analyzer, which is slow. 

4.3. Miscellaneous methods 

The method in 0 estimates fault efficiency for path 
delay faults based on untestable path analysis rather 
than fault coverage. Fault efficiency is defined as the 
percentage of detected faults for all the testable faults. 
The proposed method first identifies a subset of the 
untestable paths by using the partial path sensitization. 
The paths not identified as untestable are potentially 
testable paths. Although the potentially testable paths 
may contain untestable ones, they are too many to 
check whether testable or not one by one. In order to 
obtain the total number of the untestable paths more 
quickly, a part of potentially testable paths is sampled. 
The samples only are checked whether they are 
testable or not. The total number of the untestable 
paths is presumed from the derived percentage of the 
untestable paths in the samples, while the paths 
detected by the generated test patterns are computed 
with fault simulation. The proposed method could 
estimate fault efficiency only approximately. An 

advantage of the proposed method is that fault 
efficiency can be computed in a reasonable 
computation time.  

A quite large team of authors from different uni-
versities and several industrial companies searched for 
a new metric of delay faults to resolve the mismatch 
between the transition faults and the timing defects 0. 
The main finding was that transition fault coverage 
could be used to predict the coverage of statistical 
timing defects, if the right subset of the transition 
faults is selected to calculate the fault coverage. The 
hard-to-detect faults constitute the right subset of the 
transition faults. However, this finding was not defi-
ned as new metrics of delay faults because it was valid 
only for two circuits from three circuits, which were 
used in the experiments. The paper finally recognized 
that it requires further investigation in the future. 

5. New Coverage Metric of Delay Test Patterns 

The presented analysis of coverage metrics of 
delay test patterns showed that there still are no single 
unique metrics. From  Section 3, we can conclude that 
the usual way of test pattern generation for delay 
faults is the transition fault testing, and to complement 
transition fault testing, usually a set of timing critical 
paths are selected for explicit testing. Transition fault 
tests are the most effective when applied to a highly 
optimized circuit 0, 0. As a result, the quality of 
multiple transition test sets combined is able to catch 
up with the quality of an ideal path delay test set. The 
problem of using multiple transition test sets lies in its 
high cost.  

In transition fault testing, transition fault path does 
not always contain the longest path passing through 
the site of the fault. To improve transition test quality, 
it is intuitive to improve the quality of transition fault 
paths by sensitizing the path with longest propagation 
time passing through each site. However, the quality 
of the paths will be highly dependent on the accuracy 
of the timing model. In the deep sub-micron domain, 
the accuracy of the timing model is not easy to define, 
and traditional timing analysis will often fail to 
provide a good delay prediction. Moreover, because 
process variation occurs everywhere in an integrated 
circuit, even for a single gate, it is hard to determine 
which path is the actual longest path passing through 
it. Therefore, testing only one path through each gate 
cannot guarantee the detection of the smallest local 
delay faults. Testing the K longest paths through a 
fault site increases the fault detection probability un-
der process variation, because it increases the probabi-
lity that the actual longest path is tested 0.  

The strength of transition fault patterns is their 
better ability to capture large-size defects and full the 
topological circuit coverage. The strength of path de-
lay patterns is their better ability to capture small size 
defects, which are distributed along the circuit. 
Therefore, the coverage metric of delay test patterns 
has to evaluate the contribution of transition fault 
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patterns and the contribution of path delay patterns. 
The only metric in 0 from all the analyzed metrics that 
consider path delay fault coverage deals with local 
delay faults, which are modeled as transition faults. 
The authors of this metric also suggested a test 
generation strategy 0: 
1. Apply transition fault tests to detect large local 

delay faults (from industrial experience most local 
delay faults are large). 

2. Apply at-speed test to one of the longest paths 
through each gate or line, because this is the se-
cond largest coverage loss factor. 

3. Test more possible longest paths. 
 But the coverage metric in 0 has the following 

two weaknesses. First, it is dependent on the para-
meters considered under process variation. The only 
resistive opens are considered as a kind of possible 
defects. Second, this metric does not count explicitly 
how many times the longest path passes through each 
site. 

 Based on the above analysis we suggest intro-
ducing a new term for definition of delay test patterns 
coverage – test confidence level. The delay test pat-
terns have the ground level of test confidence if it is 
defined their transition fault coverage. The delay test 
patterns have the first level of test confidence if the 
longest path passes through each site at least once. 
The delay test patterns have the second level of test 
confidence if the longest path passes through each site 
at least two times and so on.  

 Let's analyze the proposed metric. According to 
the metric the transition fault coverage has to be deter-
mined firstly. If transition faults are fully covered 
(coverage 100%), there is a meaning to consider does 
the test pass the first level of test confidence. The 
coverage 100% does not mean that every transition 
fault has a path passing through the fault site. Some 
transition faults may be checked through multi-paths. 
If the test passes the first level of test confidence, then 
it has to be checked for the second level of test confi-
dence and so on. 

 The coverage metric usually has two purposes. 
Firstly, it is a guide for test pattern generation. Metric 
defines test pattern generation strategy. Secondly, the 
coverage metric is a mean of the evaluation of the test 
quality. The test quality defines which test is better. 
The proposed metric could very well serve for the first 
purpose – to be the test generation guide, but it needs 
to have little bit relaxed coverage metric for the se-
cond purpose. The relaxation is related to the defini-
tion of the longest path passing through the fault site. 
This relaxation is based on the following two reasons. 
Firstly, the estimation of the longest path passing 
through the fault site requires additional software, 
which is not straightforward and which is not always 
available. Secondly, the test patterns are generated in 
different ways: deterministic, random, and functional. 
Some test generation techniques do not target the 
generation for the longest path, but the quality of test 

patterns still has to be evaluated as precise as possible. 
Therefore we suggest that the notion of "the longest 
path" would be changed by the notion "the relative 
longest path" in the coverage metric that is targeted 
for the evaluation of the test quality. The notion "the 
relative longest path" means that the longest path is 
chosen only among the paths that are checked by test 
patterns. Such a path has to be chosen for every transi-
tion fault. Such a chosen path may be far away (much 
shorter) from the longest structural path passing 
through the fault site. To show that a length of the path 
is still important, we suggest calculating the sum (de-
noted by Slong) of the lengths of the relative longest 
path for every transition fault.  The test is better if its 
sum Slong is bigger. 

 We have mentioned before that the coverage 
100% of transition faults does not mean that every 
transition fault has a path passing through the fault 
site. If a transition fault is checked but it does not have 
a path passing through the fault site, it indicates the 
difficulties of the construction of such a path. It may 
be the worst case that there is no possibility at all to 
construct a path passing through the fault site. The 
fault may be checked only through multi-path. There-
fore, such a fault should not be rejected as the fault 
that does not have a path passing through the fault 
site. We suggest assigning the length to such a path to 
one. It is the second relaxation in the metric of test 
evaluation quality. 

When test passes some level of test confidence 
there always can be additional test patterns that check 
some transition faults above predefined level. For 
example, suppose, the test has the first level of test 
confidence, this means that every transition fault is 
checked by one path passing through the fault site.  
But there could be the test patterns that check some 
transition faults by two or more paths. To take into 
account the income of these additional test patterns, 
we propose calculating the sum (denoted by Sother) of 
the lengths of paths checked by these test patterns. 

 The final estimation of the test quality at some 
level of test confidence is defined as follows: 

Quality = Slong + K Sother,  
where K is a coefficient (<=1). 

 So far, we have made two relaxations in the met-
ric of test evaluation quality for delay faults. Firstly, 
the relative longest structural path changes the longest 
structural path. The relative longest structural path 
means that the longest path is chosen among the paths 
that are checked by the test. Secondly, the transition 
faults that are checked by the test but they do not have 
the path passing through the fault site are not rejected 
as such ones. They are considered as having the path 
of length one.  

 Finally, the evaluation of the test quality could be 
defined as a procedure consisting of the following 
steps: 
1. Determine the transition fault coverage. 
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